
GEMMA
THE SEMI PRECIOUS

STONE COLLECTION



Welcome exclusivity into your space.

The Gemma Collection brings new meaning to everyday luxury. 

This distinct collection showcases the gem-like beauty of semi-precious 
stones in bold colours and intriguing patterns - ideal if you are looking for 

stone that is far from ordinary, and out of this world.

Created in nature’s mysterious laboratories over many millenniums, 
these gemstones are mined from the womb of Mother Earth before 
being carefully cut and shaped to perfection into an artistic piece of slab, 

bound with high quality resin, as its finished masterpiece.

Every stone will be unique. Every slab cut from the same specimen will 
vary in an infinite array of colours and depth.

Every finished piece will be an artwork with its own essence of individu-

THE GEMMA
C O L L E C T I O N



LEGEND

TYPES OF BACKING

TRANSLUCENT

WITH BACKING

Translucent semi precious stones that can do back light effect.

Backing or base of the stone can help improve durability and design 
of the designed architecture or interior.

MARBLE/GRANITE GLASS/ACRYLIC HONEYCOMB

USAGE

KITCHEN COUNTERTOPS

FURNITURELOW TRAFFIC FLOORING

FEATURE WALL PANELS BATHROOM VANITY TOPS

INDOOR STAIRCASES

RECEPTION DESKS TABLES/STANDS COFFEE TABLES



PROFILE OPTIONS

20mm

Bullnose

Round (5mm) Round (3mm)

Half Bullnose Bottom Round

Chamfered
Straight Flat
Polished

Bevelled (10mm)
Doubled Bevelled

Bevelled (5mm)

Ogee Bullnose

Ogee

Rabbet Cut (10x10mm)

Knoll
Birdmouth (5mm)

Birdmouth (3mm)

Chamfer (2mm)
with Rabbet (5x5mm)

Round (5mm)

Rabbet Cut (5x10mm)

Ease Bevelled

Bottom Half Bullnose 
with Rabbet (5x5mm)

Big Bevelled (15x30mm)

Round (15mm)



PROFILE OPTIONS

40mm

Flat Polished Bevelled (10mm)

Chamfered

Half Bullnose

Full Bullnose

Mitered Edge

Doubled Bevelled

Ogee

Round (10mm)



AGATE
The discovery of Agate stone goes back to third 

century in Greece. The decomposition of silica 

present in lava corresponds to the variations of 

successive layers of cyrstalline quartz. The 

vapour vesicles unite with viscous rock and form 

a large cavity giving the Agate hardness and 

exceptional size with huge variety of textures 

and colors. Almost all Agates are translucent and 

allow light to pass through them.



GREY AGATE



GREY AGATE

Grey Agate

Red AgateBlue Agate

Black Agate

translucent with backing translucent with backing

translucent with backing
translucent with backing



Black Carnelian (backlit)



Black Agate



Pink AgatePurple Agate

Black CarnelianBlack Agate v2

translucent with backing
translucent with backing

translucent with backing
translucent with backing



FELDSPAR
Feldspar 

collection is a reality of blending nature with technology. 

We have preserved the natural resources, the rock forming 

minerals with this collection through polishing technology. 

The hidden desire to protect our mother earth, the idea of 

creating a quality in materials has been possible with this 

collection and in comes in dark colors having glassy 

luster.



Amazonite



Amazonite

Labrodorite

with backing

with backing



QUARTZ
Quartz Collection is created 

from pure semi-precious stones. These stones are 

mined from the depth of earth. The surfaces of quartz 

collection form an elegant and poised blend between 

the timeless luxury and modern sophistication. Their 

translucent property with slimmering or glistening 

effect makes this collection extraordinary.



White Quartz



translucent

translucent

White Quartz

Classic Crystal QuartzGlow Quartz

Smoky Quartz Light Special

with backing
translucent with backing

with backing translucent with backing



Rose Quartz



Rose Quartz Amethyst Dark Quartz

translucent with backing
translucent with backing

Smokey Quartz DarkSmoky Quartz Light

translucent with backing translucent with backing



FOSSIL
Fossiled jewels conjures up 

the phnomenon of preservation in nature. 

Trees and other life forms become fossiled 

into stones maintaining their original lignerous 

structure. The Fossil stoneware surfaces are 

created with an inimitable aesthetic with vivid 

brushstrokes of colour.



Petrified Antqie Dark



Petrified Wood Brown



Petrified Wood BrownPetrified Antique Black

White Petrified Ammonite

with backing
with backing

with backing translucent with backing



TIGER EYE
Tiger Eye collection was created 

from pure mined from the depth of earth. The surfaces of it form 

an retro like and poised blend between the timeless luxury and 

modern sophistication. 



Tiger Eye Quartz



Tiger Eye Blue Quartz

Tiger Eye Red Quartz

Tiger Eye Gold Quartz

with backingwith backing

with backing



JASPER
The journey of 

bringin Jasper Collection to you takes us to 

the wildest forest, deep wood and solid large 

rocks. This porcelain semi-precious stone 

collection represents chromatic and material 

richness of natural stone energetically 

restrained giving it an unexpected precious-

ness.



Red Jasper



Red Jasper Red Jasper



Green Zebra Jasper Polycrome Jasper

Red Jasper

with backing
with backing

with backing



MOTHER 
OF PEARL

Shells are primordial life forms 

known for natural iridescent shine and vibrant colors. The 

mother of pearl is a popular choice for luxury interiors.  We 

ethically source our shell collection of highest quality and 

create surfaces using various techniques. The exquisite 

surfaces add timeless beauty to any space.



White MOP Shell



White MOP Shell



White MOP Shell Brown Mop Shell

Ivory Mop Shell

Black Mop Shell

Grey Mop Shell

with backing with backing

with backing

with backing

translucent with backing



OBSIDIAN
               Obsidian collection 

portrays the celebration of life. The semi-precious 

stones are celebrated for deep, glossy sheen. They 

have history traced back to Paleolithic age and have 

origin from the molten lava that cools very quickly. 

This collection is the rarest and the most exquisite of 

all created via the most advanced production tech-

nique.



Black Obsidian



Black Obsidian



Black Obsidian

Blue Obsidian

translucent with backing

translucent with backing



MIXED
The mixed collection is an 

analgamation of chrysocolla, sodalite, 

tiger eye, lapiz, etc. known for maximum 

durability and timeless designs. These 

semi precious stones reflect unity in 

diversity, we live in a diverity of race, 

color, gender, and what not, yet united as 

human beings. The collection can create 

an interesting sumptuous effect on any 

interior space.



Malachite



Lapiz A



Sodalite



SodaliteLapiz A

Malachite

with backing
with backing

with backing



Futar Enterprises Pte Ltd

19 Changi North Way
Singapore 498786

Phone: +(65) 6543 3818

Fax: +(65) 6543 3789
www.futar.com.sg

Please contact: enquiry@futar.com.sg


